
TransTab: Learning Transferable Tabular 

Transformers Across Tables

Flexibility in tabular learning
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Natural language models like BERT [1] can encode any length of text consisting of any even OOV 

words; Computer vision models like ViT [2] can encode any images consisting of pixels ranging in 

[0,255].

However, existing tabular learning models are much less flexible. For example, if the model is trained 

on a table with three columns: age, gender, income, it can only deal with future tables that have the 

strictly same columns. Otherwise, the model will feel confused and not work at all.

How flexible tabular learning can be with TransTab?

As the figure shows, TransTab can deal with many new tasks credited 

to its flexibility in encoding any input tables.

Experiments

Specifically, the basic elements of the TransTab’s inputs are no longer 

features; instead, there are tokens. For instance, in the table in Fig. 1, 

TransTab first linearizes the input row as

Fig. 1: Existing tabular learning models are far less flexible than CV and NLP models.

Fig. 2: The new tasks that TransTab can handle but other existing models cannot.

which incorporates the column semantics into the encoding. It is drawn 

from the motivation that the feature’s meaning is dependent on column 

semantics. We know it is 25 years old instead of 25 KG because it is 

under the column age.

With the above formulation, TransTab can encode any input tables by 

merging column semantics and feature values, which gives rise to four 

novel tasks:

• Transfer learning across tables.

• Feature incremental learning.

• Pretrain+finetuning

• Zero-shot inference

Readers are encouraged to read our paper for more details about these 

tasks. Here, we want to highlight that our work is the first to achieve 

zero-shot prediction on the tabular domain.

Table. 1:Five clinical trial patient outcome prediction datasets. Statistics of open data are in the paper.

Table. 2:Performance of supervised learning (the most naïve setting).

Table. 2:Performance of transfer learning within the same data source.

Fig. 3: Performance of zero-shot prediction when column overlapping ratio varies.

Fig. 4: Performance of  the average gain by pretraining.


